Nanoemulsion as a carrier to improve the topical anti-inflammatory activity of stem bark extract of *Rapanea ferruginea*
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**Abstract:** The aim of this study was to develop nanoemulsion containing soft extract of stem bark of *Rapanea ferruginea* to improve the topical delivery and anti-inflammatory activity. The extract of *R. ferruginea* stem bark was incorporated into the oily phase of the nanoemulsion by the method of phase inversion at low energy. The developed nanoemulsion had an average droplet size of 47.88±8.20 nm and a polydispersibility index of 0.228. Uniformity of size, spherical shape of droplet, and absence of clusters were confirmed by transmission electronic microscopy. The zeta potential was −34.7±1.15 mV. The nanoemulsion showed a moderate degree of skin irritation in the agarose overlay assay in vitro. The content of the extract markers, myrsinonic acids A and B, was 54.10±0.08 and 53.03 µg/g in the formulation, respectively. The formulation demonstrated pseudoplastic and thixotropic rheological behavior. In vitro release of chemical markers was controlled by diffusion mechanism. An extract-loaded nanoemulsion showed a topical anti-inflammatory activity in a croton oil-induced edema ear model, with a decrease in tumor necrosis factor release and myeloperoxidase activity. The nanoemulsion was 160% more efficient than the conventional cream containing 0.13% of the extract. The nanoemulsion showed suitable properties as a carrier for topical use of *R. ferruginea* extract and the approach for improving the topical anti-inflammatory activity.
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**Introduction**

Cutaneous inflammatory diseases may arise due to modification in the skin’s defense mechanisms, by inadequate immunologic activity, or by external agents of aggression, which cause structural and functional alterations in the skin.1–3 Cutaneous inflammation is a common disease that is induced and maintained by the interaction among many cells populations.4,5 The epidermal and dermal cells are known as the cytokines producers, with keratinocytes being the largest producer of cytokines and adhesion molecules.5,6 Of the cytokines produced by keratinocytes, only interleukin (IL)-1α, -1β, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) activate a sufficient number of effector mechanisms to trigger skin inflammation.7

The therapeutic use of herbal products has been successful in the treatment of skin disorders for thousands of years in Europe and Asia, and such products are still being used due to their effectiveness, with scientific validation of the use of some species.8 However, although phytomedicines show better therapeutic activity in vitro, they have the least in vivo efficacy due to many characteristics, such as poor solubility, inadequate molecular size, or both, resulting in failure of absorption and poor systemic availability.9,10
The development of new emulsified carriers of topical drugs for the purpose of overcoming bioavailability and stability problems is very important for the production of medicines.10–12 Nanosystems, such as nanoemulsions, are dermatological carriers that improve drug release profile, occlusion and dermal drug permeation.12,13 A nanoemulsion is a transparent or translucent emulsified system with nanometer-sized droplets14–17 that improves the bioavailability of herbal products.11 There are many advantages of using nanoemulsions as a carrier for topical drug delivery, such as the incorporation of hydrophilic and lipophilic drugs, reduced toxic and irritant effects compared to microemulsions, high interfacial area, protection of the drugs from hydrolysis and oxidation, increased drug permeation through the skin, more pleasant sensorial characteristics, and relatively lower surfactant concentration.15–17 Considering the advantages of nanoemulsions, many studies on incorporation of herbal drugs into these systems have been carried.11,18–21

*Rapanea ferruginea* (Ruiz & Pav) Mez (synonymy *Myrsine coriacea*) is a tree popularly known in Brazil as capororoca. Its leaves and stem barks are prepared as tea and are recommended, in popular use, to treat diseases of the urinary tract, as well as itching, rashes, hives, eczema, rheumatism, and diseases of the liver.22 In previous studies by our research group, *R. ferruginea* and markers myrsinoic acids A and B (MAA and MAB) showed anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects when administered through oral and intravenous routes.22–24 Although other studies have shown that myrsinoic acids isolated from *Myrsine* species have anti-inflammatory activities,25,26 there are no reports about the topical anti-inflammatory activity of *R. ferruginea* extracts.

In this study, the soft extract (SE) of the stem bark of *R. ferruginea* was incorporated into a nanoemulsion, and physical–chemical characteristics and release profile were determined. Moreover, in vivo anti-inflammatory topical activity, the cellular mechanism, and histological analysis were studied. The nanoemulsion system was compared with a conventional semisolid formulation to investigate the carrier’s influence in the improvement of the topical activity of the extract.

Materials and methods

Materials

PEG-40 hydrogenated castor oil (PHCO; Alkest® CSO 400) was supplied by Oxiteno (São Paulo, Brazil). Phenoxyethanol, methylparaben, ethylparaben, propylparaben, butylparaben, and isobutylparaben (Phenonip®) were purchased from Clariant (Muttenz, Switzerland). Isopropyl miristate, propylene glycol, and sorbitan oleate were purchased from Pharma Special (Itapec, São Paulo, Brazil), Casa das Essências (São Paulo, Brazil), Via Farma, Ltd. (São Paulo, Brazil), Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA), and Fagron (São Paulo, Brazil), respectively. Methanol (J T Barker, Center Valley, PA, USA), acetonitrile (Tedia Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), and phosphoric acid (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) of high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade were used. Croton oil was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. The chemical markers MAA and MAB with HPLC purity of 76.2% and 98.9%, respectively, were isolated by our research group.27,28

Stem barks of authentic *R. ferruginea* were collected in Blumenau (Santa Catarina, Brazil) (latitude: 26°9’769.66”S, longitude: 49°06’24.31”W, and altitude: 200 m) in October 2013 and identified by Prof Renê Artur Ferreira. A voucher specimen was deposited at the Barbosa Rodrigues Herbarium (Itajai-SC, Brazil) under the number HBR 52715. The *R. ferruginea* SE containing 51.17%±0.53% (w/w) of total solid, 40.06±0.02 mg/g of MAA, and 37.34±0.09 mg/g of MAB was prepared using the method standardized by Baccarin et al.29,30 and analyzed by validated HPLC method, according to Zermiani et al.31

Preparation of the nanoemulsion containing the *R. ferruginea* SE

A nanoemulsion was developed from a pseudoternary phase diagram using PHCO and sorbitan oleate as surfactants and isopropyl myristate as oil (data not published). The oil phase, containing 0.13% *R. ferruginea* dissolved in propylene glycol (2%), isopropyl myristate (20.0%), PHCO + sorbitan oleate (7.2:1.5) (13.3%), and the preservative 0.75% (Phenonip®), was heated to 80°C. The aqueous phase (65.95% water, 80°C) dropped while stirring at 600 rpm and 80°C. After 5 minutes, the heating was stopped and the formulation stirred for 3 minutes. After cooling, Sepigel® (0.85%) was added and the nanoemulsion was placed in an aluminum-coated tube.

Characterization of nanoemulsion

Visual aspects and physical stability

The nanoemulsions were analyzed for visual aspects such as color, phase separation and creaming, and physical stability after centrifugation for 30 minutes at 2,500x g.

Particle size analysis

The sizes of the nanoemulsion droplets were measured at 25°C by photon correlation spectroscopy (Zetasizer NanoZS...
ZEN 3600, Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). All samples were previously diluted with ultrapure water in a ratio of 1:100. Measurements were performed at a fixed angle of 173° using a 633 nm laser, with each data point being the average of three independent measurements. Average diameter and polydispersity index (PDI) were calculated from analysis of the autocorrelation function.

**Zeta potential analysis**
Zeta potential was measured using the Zetasizer NanoZS ZEN 3600 (Malvern Instruments). All samples were previously diluted with ultrapure water in a ratio of 1:100 and analyzed in triplicate.

**Morphological evaluation**
Morphological aspects of the nanoemulsions were analyzed by transmission electronic microscopy using a JEM-1,200 EXII instrument (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). All samples were diluted with distilled water in a ratio of 1:100. A drop of the solution was placed on a carbon-coated copper grid (400 mesh) overlayed with formvar/carbon and stained by 2.0% uranyl acetate aqueous solution for 10 minutes and examined by transmission electronic microscopy at 80 kV at room temperature.

**Rheological behavior analysis**
Rheological behavior was analyzed in triplicate, at 25°C, using a cone-and-plate type rotational viscometer (Haake VT 550, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The analysis was conducted in three steps: in the first step, the shear rate was increased from 0.0 to 80.0 s⁻¹ for 180 seconds for collecting 100 linear data; in the second step, the shear rate was kept constant at 80.0 s⁻¹ for 180 seconds for collecting 100 data; and in the last step, the shear rate was decreased from 80.0 to 0.0 s⁻¹ seconds for 180 seconds for collecting 100 more data. Power law index and thixotropic behavior were determined using the software Rheowin® 4 Data Manager (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

**Evaluation of mirsinoic acids content in the nanoemulsions**
MAA and MAB contents were determined using the HPLC gradient method developed and validated by Zermiani et al. The chromatographic system was a Shimadzu LC 20-AC (Kyoto, Japan), equipped with a Shimadzu LC-20 AT quaternary pump, a Shimadzu SPD-M20A photodiode array detector, a Shimadzu SIL-20AHT auto-sampler, and a software LC Solution. Reversed-phase column (150×4.6 mm) of 2.6 µm core–shell particles (Kinetex® XB C18) (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) was used as a stationary phase. The mobile phase consisted of a mixture of methanol:acetonitrile:acidified water (phosphoric acid, pH 2.5), with a flow rate of 0.9 mL/min, an injection volume of 20 µL, and a temperature of 35°C. The gradient elution was programmed as follows: 0–2 min (25:5:70), 2–5 min (25:30:45), 5–10 min (25:60:15), 10–12 min (20:70:10), 12–15 min (15:75:10), 15–20 min (15:84:1) and 20–30 min (25:5:70). The optical absorbance was monitored at 260 nm for MAA and at 270 nm for MAB.

Therefore, aliquots of 0.5 g of the nanoemulsions were diluted with 5 mL of acetonitrile and submitted to an extraction process for 20 minutes of ultrasound bath. The solutions obtained were centrifuged at 2,500×g for 10 minutes, and the supernatants were filtered and analyzed in triplicate.

**In vitro skin irritation test of the nanoemulsions**
The cutaneous irritation of the nanoemulsions and SE was evaluated by the agarose overlay assay according to the United States Pharmacopeia and O’Brien et al. The size of the lysis area was determined and irritation degree classification was performed according to the United States Pharmacopeia.

**In vitro release studies of the nanoemulsion**
The release profile of the markers MAA and MAB of *R. ferruginea* extract incorporated in the nanoemulsion, in the cream and in the propylene glycol solution (0.13% SE) was determined using Franz type diffusion cells (Hanson Research, Chatsworth, CA, USA) (n=6). For the release studies, dialysis membranes were used (Sigma-Aldrich Co.).

A 70% hydroalcoholic solution was used as the receptor medium to ensure sink conditions. The donor compartment was filled with the formulations being tested. Subsequently, 1 mL samples were collected from the receptor compartment at 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 hours after starting the analysis and replaced with the same volume of receptor medium. All samples were filtered and analyzed by HPLC using the methods described in the “Evaluation of mirsinoic acids content in the nanoemulsions” section. The cumulative amount of MAA and MAB released through the membrane per area of diffusion was plotted as a function of time.

The release profiles obtained from formulations were fitted to zero order, first order, Higuchi model, and general release equation.
Pharmacological study

Animals

All procedures used in the present study followed the “Principles of Laboratory Animal Care” in the National Institutes of Health publication No 85-23 and were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Universidade do Vale do Itajaí (protocol numbers 03/2014). Female Swiss mice (25–30 g) obtained from the Universidade do Vale do Itajaí (UNIVALI, Itajaí, Brazil) were used in this study. The animals were housed under conditions of optimum light, temperature, and humidity (12 hours light–dark cycle, 22°C±2°C), with food and water provided ad libitum.

Evaluation of the in vivo anti-inflammatory activity of the R. ferruginea extract incorporated into the nanoemulsion

The nanoemulsion and cream containing the R. ferruginea SE were evaluated for the anti-inflammatory activity according to the croton oil-induced edema model described by Carlson et al., with some modifications. The formulations were applied topically to the inside of the right ear of the mice 30 minutes before the application of 20 μL of croton oil (2.5% [v/v] diluted in acetone) on the outside of the right ear. The thickness of the ears (right and left) was measured 6 hours after induction of inflammation using a micrometer (Mitutoyo Series 293). Edema was expressed as the increase in ear thickness due to the inflammatory process. To measure the thickness of the ears, the micrometer was applied near the tip of the ear, slightly distal to the cartilaginous ridges, and the thickness was recorded in μm.

Effects of treatment with nanoemulsion containing the R. ferruginea extract on IL-1β, TNF, and KC production

IL-1β, TNF, and keratinocyte-derived chemokine (KC) levels were measured as described by Otuki et al., Animals were pretreated with different concentrations of formulations 30 minutes before the induction of inflammation, and the cytokine levels were determined 6 hours after the application of croton oil. The assay used was an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The ear tissue samples (6 mm punch) were collected and homogenized in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.05% Tween 20, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 0.1 mM benzamethonium chloride, 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, and 20 U aprotinin and were centrifuged at 3,000 × g for 10 minutes before being stored at −80°C until further analysis. IL-1β, TNF, and KC levels were measured using an ELISA kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Results were expressed as pg of the cytokine/mg of the tissue.

Tissue MPO activity in the inflamed skin treated with nanoemulsion containing the R. ferruginea extract

Neutrophil recruitment into the mice ears was estimated indirectly by measuring the activity of myeloperoxidase (MPO) in the ear tissue. The activity of the enzyme was assayed as described previously., The animals were treated with the nanoemulsion containing the R. ferruginea extract 30 minutes before the application of croton oil. The ear tissue samples (6 mm punch) were collected 6 hours after the application of croton oil, homogenized at 5% (w/v) in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid/NaCl buffer (pH 4.7) and centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5% hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide buffer (pH 5.4), and the samples were frozen and thawed three times in liquid nitrogen. The samples were centrifuged (10,000 × g, 15 minutes at 4°C) and 25 μL of the supernatant was used for the MPO assay. The enzymatic reaction was assessed with 1.6 mM tetramethylbenzidine, 80 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.2, and 0.3 mM hydrogen peroxide. The optical absorbance was measured at 650 nm. The results were expressed as the optical density per milligram of tissue.

Histological analysis in inflamed skin treated with cream and nanoemulsions containing the R. ferruginea extract

At the end of the anti-inflammatory analysis, 6 mm² fragments were collected from the right ear of all the animals and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. These were embedded in paraffin wax and subsequently sectioned at 4 μm intervals and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. A representative area of ear sample was selected for qualitative microscopic analysis of the cellular infiltrate and edema (dermal thickness). A naïve group was included for comparison with the other experimental groups.

Statistical analysis

The results are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean of six animals. Statistical comparisons of the data were performed by analysis of variance and the Newman–Keuls multiple comparison test using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) software. The level of significance was considered as P<0.05.
Results
Characterization of the nanoemulsions
The nanoemulsion without SE (NE) showed semisolid consistency, homogeneity, white color, and mild texture, while nanoemulsion containing SE (NESE) showed a caramel color, semisolid consistency less than NE, homogeneity, mild texture, and reddish color characteristic of SE.

The physical–chemical properties found in the NE and NESE are summarized in Table 1. NE showed an average particle size of 57.43 nm. The SE-loaded nanoemulsion showed an average particle size of 47.88 nm. The PDI was 0.114 and 0.228 for NE and NESE, respectively. The size distribution and correlation rate are shown in Figure 1.

The morphology of the nanoemulsion droplets showed a spherical form without aggregates (Figure 2). The SE-loaded nanoemulsion and the inert nanoemulsion showed a zeta potential value of $-34.7\pm1.15$ and $-19.95\pm0.21$ mV, respectively (Table 1). The rheological behavior of the nanoemulsions was pseudoplastic with a flow index <1.0, calculated by power law and thixotropic behavior (Table 1 and Figure 3). The incorporation of SE in the system decreased the apparent viscosity and thixotropy.

The markers were successfully quantified by the validated chromatography method. The content of the extract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Droplet size (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>$\zeta$-potential (mV)</th>
<th>Viscosity (mPa.s)</th>
<th>Thixotropy (Pa$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$n^*$</th>
<th>MAA ($\mu$g/g)</th>
<th>MAB ($\mu$g/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>57.43±3.37</td>
<td>0.114±0.016</td>
<td>$-19.95\pm0.21$</td>
<td>7.356±303.59</td>
<td>2.99±10$^{1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESE</td>
<td>47.88±8.20</td>
<td>0.228±0.004</td>
<td>$-34.7\pm1.15$</td>
<td>5.773±950.85</td>
<td>1.90±10$^{2}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>54.10±0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: “Flow index determined by analyzing flow behavior using the Ostwald-the-Waele model. “–” means without MAA and MAB.

Abbreviations: MAA, myrsinoic acid A; MAB, myrsinoic acid B; NE, nanoemulsion; NESE, nanoemulsion containing soft extract; PDI, polydispersity index.

Table 1 Results of the nanoemulsion with and without soft extract of Rapanea ferruginea characterization

Figure 1 Profile of droplet size distribution of the nanoemulsions.

Notes: Representative graphs of the droplet size distribution of the nanoemulsion without (A) and with the extract (B) of Rapanea ferruginea stem bark, and respective correlation rate graphs (A1 and B1 inserts).
Figure 2 TEM images of the nanoemulsions.
Notes: Electronic micrographics obtained after negative contrast of the nanoemulsion without (A) and with the extract (B) of Rapanea ferruginea stem bark. ×15,000.

Figure 3 Viscosity and flow curve for the nanoemulsions.
Notes: Rheological behavior of the nanoemulsion without (A) and with the extract (B) of Rapanea ferruginea stem bark.
markers MAA and MAB was 54.10±0.08 (103.87%) and 53.03±0.03 μg/g (109.25%) in the formulation, respectively.

In vitro skin irritation test of the nanoemulsions
The in vitro irritation potential of the nanoemulsions was at a moderate level and determined using the agarose overlay method according to the United States Pharmacopeia, with a lysis area average of 6.5±0.70 and 7.25±0.35 mm for NESE and NE, respectively. The same assay realized with cream and SE showed no lysis area, which was indicated by the absence of irritation potential.

In vitro release studies of the nanoemulsions
In the release profile of the R. ferruginea SE incorporated into the nanoemulsion, both markers showed delayed release, with the MAB released after 6 hours, whereas MAA was detected after 12 hours of analysis (Figure 4). The release profile of the extract dissolved in propylene glycol also showed a lag time, but was of 2 and 4 hours to MAB and MAA, respectively. A similar release profile was observed in the extract from conventional semisolid formulation (cream) and from nanoemulsion; however, the MAB marker showed a faster release from the conventional formulation. The release profile from creams also displayed a lag time for both markers.

The release profiles of the markers were analyzed for release kinetic models. The release profile of MAB from all formulations and that of MAA from the extract solution showed a good fit to the models used ($R^2>0.97$), with the exception of Higuchi’s model ($R^2>0.73$) (Table 2). The release profiles of the markers from the nanoemulsion and cream showed a good fit to the general release equation ($R^2>0.99$) and release exponent $n$ was greater than 1.0. The kinetic results showed that the release not occurs for a specific mechanisms.

Pharmacological study
Figure 5 shows the effect of the cream and NESE under inhibition of croton oil-induced ear edema. The addition of the SE in the cream and the nanoemulsion caused edema to decrease in all treated ears. The nanoemulsion showed an improvement of 160% in the anti-inflammatory activity when compared to the edema inhibition activity of the conventional emulsion with the same amount of SE (0.13%), which shows a statistically significant difference. The SE 0.13% nanoemulsion showed 90.50% edema inhibition, whereas SE 0.25% nanoemulsion inhibited 64.98% of edema. Conventional emulsions (cream) containing SE 0.13%, 0.25%, and 0.5% showed anti-inflammatory activity with 56.53%, 58.64%, and 64.65% edema inhibition, respectively. Compared to the control, the results were statistically significant, but there was no statistically significant difference between the concentrations studied.

The results of the assay of cytokines IL-1β and TNF (Figure 6) levels showed differences between the anti-inflammatory activities of the cream and nanoemulsion containing SE. The nanoemulsion decreased the levels

Table 2 Results of kinetic release analysis of MAA and MAB present in the Rapaenea ferruginea soft extract (propylene glycol solution) and incorporated in the nanoemulsion and conventional semisolid (cream)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Markers</th>
<th>Zero order</th>
<th>First order</th>
<th>Higuchi</th>
<th>General release equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene glycol solution</td>
<td>MAB</td>
<td>0.9795</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.9772</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>0.9875</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>0.9363</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>MAB</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
<td>0.0404</td>
<td>0.9400</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>0.7745</td>
<td>5.67×10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanoemulsion</td>
<td>MAB</td>
<td>0.9948</td>
<td>0.0367</td>
<td>0.8992</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.7746</td>
<td>1.67×10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MAA, myrsinoic acid A; MAB, myrsinoic acid B.
of TNF better than cream, with a statistically significant difference. The levels of IL-1β did not show a significant difference between the carriers. The nanoemulsion decreased the amount of IL-1β and TNF to 40.96% (average amount = 668.49 ± 39.4 pg/mg) and 42.23% (average amount = 251.24 ± 10.64 pg/mg), respectively. The cream decreased the amount of IL-1β and TNF to 45.89% (average amount = 612.72 ± 21.52 pg/mg) and 28.72% (average amount = 309.95 ± 2.47 pg/mg), respectively.

The treatment with the nanoemulsion containing SE demonstrated more activity against MPO than the treatment with cream (Figure 6). The group treated with the nanoemulsion showed a significant decrease in enzymatic activity, corresponding to 64.60% of the inhibition (average amount = 0.355 ± 0.06 DO/mg) compared to the group treated with cream, which inhibited 31.30% of the enzymatic activity (average amount = 0.689 ± 0.02 DO/mg).

No statistically significant difference was observed between the groups treated with the nanoemulsion and cream containing SE against KC release (Figure 6). The group treated with the nanoemulsion decreased KC to 42.72% (average amount = 365.96 ± 35.6 pg/mg), whereas the group treated with cream showed a 57.90% decrease (average amount = 268.97 ± 72.73 pg/mg).

Histological analysis of the tissue in the control group treated only with 2.5% croton oil showed a thickened dermis with a high concentration of cellular infiltration and increased plasma extravasation compared to the naive group (Figure 7A and B).

The groups treated with cream and the nanoemulsion containing 0.13% R. ferruginea extract (Figure 7C and D) presented reduced plasma extravasation and dermal thickness compared to the control group and showed topical anti-inflammation activities. They also exhibited a similar concentration of cells as the groups receiving cream and NE (Figure 7E and F), as well as the absence of dermal thickness and plasma extravasation reduction compared to the control group.

**Discussion**

The therapeutic use of herbal products has been successful in the treatment of skin disorders such as inflammatory and infectious processes. Hydroethanolic extracts from R. ferruginea stem barks showed anti-inflammatory and analgesic activities, but the markers myrsinoic acid A and B and others nonpolares substances present in the extract are poorly soluble in water.9,10

In the present study, the solubility of extract was verified in isopropyl myristate and caprylic/capric triglyceride...
to select the emulsion oil phase. Isopropyl myristate was found to be a better solvent. PHCO (Alkest® CSO 400) and sorbitan monooleate (Span® 80; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Mo, USA) as surfactants, isopropyl myristate as an oil phase, and water were used for a pseudoternary phase. Nanoemulsions with a translucent aspect and an internal phase size of 23–74 nm were obtained in proportions of 6%–20% of surfactants or oil. The formulation containing isopropyl myristate (20.0%), surfactants (13.3%), and water 66.7% was used for the incorporation of herbal extract. The R. ferruginea extract was previously dissolved in propylene glycol (2%) and added to the oil phase (isopropyl myristate and surfactants) of the nanoemulsion. A concentration of 0.13% was used because of the greater physical stability of the nanoemulsion and also because of the in vivo anti-inflammatory activity (Figure 5).

The incorporation of extract at 0.5% and 0.25% concentration resulted in extract precipitation after nanoemulsion preparation.

The incorporation of the SE decreased the droplet size (57.43 to 47.88 nm) and increased the PDI of the nanoemulsion from 0.114 to 0.228. These changes can represent the molecular interactions between the SE and the nanostructure of the emulsified system, and these interactions decrease the homogeneity of the droplet size with an increase of the PDI.

In nanoemulsions, a narrow size distribution was observed in the size distribution and correlation rate (Figure 1). The correlation rate (insert graphics A1 and B1) is the correlation between the time and the displacement of the droplets caused by light scattering.17

The SE-loaded nanoemulsion and inert nanoemulsion showed a zeta potential value of $-34.7\pm1.15$.
and $-19.95\pm0.21$ mV, respectively (Table 1). The differences in the values of the zeta potential can be due to the acidic characteristic of the SE markers. According to Zermiani et al,\textsuperscript{28} the pKa value of MAA and MAB is 4.5 and 4.8, respectively, and pH value of nanoemulsions was 5.2, therefore myrsinoic acids are ionized as anionic substances.

Figure 7 Photomicrographs of histological sections of the mouse ears ($\times10$, hematoxylin and eosin-stained), evaluated 6 hours after induction of edema.

Notes: Ears treated with (A) croton oil; (B) dexamethasone; (C) cream with extract; (D) nanoemulsion with extract; (E) cream without extract; and (F) nanoemulsion without extract. Scale bars =100 µm.

The in vitro irritation potential of the nanoemulsions was at a moderate level. Thus, the in vitro irritation found in the nanoemulsions was related to their composition, mainly the surfactants. A previous study by Müller\textsuperscript{38} showed the severe irritation potential of the surfactant PHCO, with the formation of a lysis area of 1.1 cm. This is a usual behavior for polyethoxylated surfactants.\textsuperscript{39}

The release profile of SE incorporated in the nanoemulsion was determined by a release profile of the markers MAA and MAB (Figure 4). The influence of nanoemulsion in the release profile was verified by determining a profile of the SE solution and the SE-loaded conventional cream.
In the release profile of the *R. ferruginea* SE incorporated or nonincorporated into the nanoemulsion, a delayed release of markers was observed. In addition to the markers MAA and MAB are lipophilic molecules, the presence of other nonpolar substances in the crude extract can reduce the passage of such compounds across the acetato membrane and consequently the partition to the dissolution medium. MAB marker showed a faster release from the conventional formulation than from nanoemulsion, which could be explained by its lower hydrophobicity.\(^\text{28}\) Higher capacity of the nanoemulsion for retaining the markers in the internal phase is probably due to the degree of organization at the nanoemulsion interface, as well as the higher affinity of the markers with the internal phase.

In the release kinetic analysis, the release results showed a good fit to the general release equation with a release exponent \(n < 1.0\). This kinetic model is employed to analyze the release from polymeric pharmaceutical formulations when the release mechanism is not well known or when the release involved more than just a release mechanism.\(^\text{40}\) The release exponent obtained \((n<1.0)\) expressed the anomalous release mechanism from the formulations, and this behavior can be dependent on the polymeric organization of the surfactants in the emulsion interface.

The release constant \((k)\) – that is, the release flow – showed that emulsions released the marker at a slower rate, and the nanoemulsion prolonged the release rates of markers’ more than the cream. These results are probably a consequence of the SE incorporation in the oil phase of the nanoemulsion, which allowed better protection of the lipophilic markers MAA and MAB inside the droplets. Nanoemulsion release behavior can be influenced by the polymeric surfactant PHCO. This surfactant forms a thick film on the interface of the nanoemulsion internal phase, providing more stability and a strong barrier for drug transport.\(^\text{41}\)

The results of inhibition of croton oil-induced ear edema demonstrated the topical anti-inflammatory activity of the stem barks of the *R. ferruginea* extract (Figure 5). This activity can be a consequence of the presence of MAA and MAB in the SE, as proven by previous studies which evaluated these isolated compounds using an ear TPA (tetradecanoylphorbol acetate)-induced edema model.\(^\text{25,26}\) The nanoemulsion presented more anti-inflammatory activity than the conventional emulsion containing the same amount of SE (0.13%). This result is probably due to better dissolution of the SE in the oil phase. For the conventional emulsion, there was no statistically significant difference in the different concentrations (Figure 5).

This study shows the topical anti-inflammatory activity of SE incorporated into the nanoemulsion and cream: decrease in edema, decrease in the levels of proinflammatory cytokines IL-1\(\beta\), TNF, and KC, as well as decrease in MPO activity. However, the nanoemulsion appeared to be a more efficient carrier for an anti-inflammatory agent than the cream in relation to ear edema inhibition induced by croton oil macroscopically. It also showed a better inhibitory activity against MPO activity and the release decrease of TNF. As TNF is also produced from active MPO,\(^\text{42}\) this result demonstrates a close connection. There are also reports that even enzymatically inactive MPO may affect the activation of endothelial cells and the production of proinflammatory cytokines,\(^\text{43}\) which is another proinflammatory effect of MPO. The topical anti-inflammatory activity of *R. ferruginea* stem bark evaluated by the croton oil-induced ear edema model is influenced by the carrier and its probable interaction with the skin physiologic system.

Histologically, analysis of the tissue in the control group treated only with 2.5% croton oil showed a thickened dermis with a high concentration of cellular infiltration and increased plasma extravasation compared to the naive group (Figure 7A and B). These results are similar to Patrick et al,\(^\text{42}\) who found an increase in the number of blood vessels and moderate to severe swelling with diffuse cellular infiltration 6 hours after the application of croton oil. The histological results confirmed the macroscopic and cytological results obtained from the evaluation of the topical anti-inflammatory activity by the method of croton oil-induced ear edema.

The nanoemulsion incorporating the *R. ferruginea* extract exhibited characteristics as expected of a nanosystem, like droplet size in the nanoscale without aggregates and with uniform distribution of droplets. The addition of Sepigel provided a semisolid aspect to topical use without compromising the physical–chemical characteristics of the nanosystem. The nanoemulsion showed in vitro release control of the markers and better topical anti-inflammatory activity when compared with the cream \((-160%)\). It also presented a greater decrease of the release of the TNF, IL-1\(\beta\), and KC cytokines and MPO activity. The recruitment of new neutrophils increases the production of oxidants in the vascular compartment during inflammation. In addition, MPO can adhere to leukocytes via binding to CD11B/CD18, which may contribute to the proinflammatory effect of MPO through the accumulation of leukocytes at the inflammation site.\(^\text{44}\) These results demonstrate that the incorporation of the *R. ferruginea* extract into a nanoemulsified system promotes better topical anti-inflammatory efficacy compared to conventional cream.
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